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Minutes of the meeting 23rd August 2016 
 
Present 
Barbara Young   Practice Manager  
Dr Elizabeth Mogg   GP Partner 
6 patients attended the meeting, 2 apologies,  
 
(NB: Patient names are not being published due to the rules of confidentiality, but 
are noted on the meeting register.) 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Barbara welcomed the new members to the Group and introductions were made 
 
Previous Meeting’s Action Plan 
Previous minutes and last year’s action plan discussed as follows: 
Online Patient Services. The practice continues to promote use of the service 
and all new patients are now invited to sign up on registration. The number of 
patients using the service is increasing with approximately 22% of patients 
signed up. 
Barbara & Mandy (Asst Manager) will review all the notices/information in 
Reception in September. The Group agreed the ‘less is more approach’ to 
information & notices as currently too confusing. 
 
Nelson Health Centre 
Dr Mogg gave an update on the services at the Nelson Hospital and explained 
how the Merton CCG were encouraging GPs to use the Nelson as far as possible 
for referrals as much more cost effective than St Georges, Kingston & St Helier 
hospitals. Several of the Group mentioned they were very happy with the hospital 
outpatient services at The Nelson. 
 
National Patient Survey Feedback 
Results of the latest patient satisfaction survey have just been published and 
once again the overall feedback was very good particularly when compared to 
other Merton practices and the national average. 90% of patients who responded 
described their overall experience as good and 84% would recommend the 
surgery to new residents.  
 
Despite the increased pressures on accessing GP and Nurse appointments, 
satisfaction with the surgery opening hours has remained largely unchanged over 
the last 3 years, although patients also commented on preference for more 
access after 6.30pm weekdays and weekends, particularly Saturdays. 
 
 



INR Appointments 
The anti-coagulant clinic (INR) which has been running for the last 8 years is 
increasingly busy. The twice weekly clinics are very well attended and patients 
appreciate having this service available in the Practice rather than having to go to 
secondary care. Currently only Nurse Jacqui is fully trained but Nurse Theresa is 
attending an anti-coagulant training course in October which will enable her to 
help run the clinics. The Group requested we make appointments bookable up to 
6 weeks ahead. 
 
GP State of Emergency 
Barbara discussed the increasing pressure on primary care both from the 
increased patient demand and from the shortage of both GPs and Practice 
Nurses. The London Medical Council (LMC) who represent the interests of GPs 
in London, has started a campaign to highlight the problems primary care faces 
in particular reduced funding for services and the difficulty in recruiting staff. The 
LMC are encouraging practices to start pushing back against services that are 
not part of our contract and either should be done in hospitals or not at all. One of 
the key areas is the case of the increased requests from patients for forms & 
letters to support housing applications, sick notes for school absence, letters to 
support benefit appeals and the countersigning of passports. The LMC have 
produced a number of posters and template letters we can use to get the 
message across to patients and to explain why a lot of these types of letters are 
not necessary. 
 
The Group were very supportive of this approach and appreciate the GPs have to 
prioritise health issues over unnecessary admin and paperwork requests from 
patients. They suggested including the information on the Practice website & the 
Jayex patient call board. 
 
AOB 
 
The patients were thanked for attending the meeting and for their contribution to 
the discussions.  
 
Date and time of next meeting November 2016. Time & date to be confirmed 
via email. 


